The Irish and Scottish Diasporas in Historical Context:
A Bibliography of Comparative and Transnational Studies
INTRODUCTION:
The following bibliography contains a selection of historical studies of the
overseas Irish and Scottish communities that are inspired by comparative and
transnational (“diasporic”) approaches. Comparative approaches “examine
specific similarities and differences in the experiences of similar migrants who
have settled in different nations or national regions”. Diasporic approaches, in
contrast, “seek to transcend the nation-state as the primary unit of historical
analysis, searching for reciprocal interactions and the sensibilities they nurture
among globally scattered communities”.1 This can involve exploring movement
and interaction between the home country and overseas destinations, as well as
interconnections among areas of overseas settlement.
This literature has emerged as part of a broader trend towards the
“internationalizing” of historical enquiry in recent years. In the case of Irish
studies, Donald Akenson’s sustained critique of Irish American scholarship for its
national insularity has served as an important catalyst for debate. As Kevin
Kenny explains: “Given that Irish migration was a genuinely global phenomenon
… it has become increasingly clear that the story of the Irish in one part of the
world can no longer be told without reference to the Irish elsewhere” 2.
Comparative and transnational approaches are less well-developed in the
Scottish literature. According to one critic, “[d]espite the fact that Scots played a
significantly large role running Britain’s nineteenth-century empire and were
instrumental in industrialization – arguably the most important world-historical
process – Scottish studies have for the most part remained a piecemeal affair.
Concerned more with people than with process, the existing scholarship has not
yet connected itself to the growing historical fields of internationalization and
globalization”. 3 The works included in this bibliography reflect the existence of
an expanding body of literature to contradict this statement.
The bibliography presented here is not exhaustive. Instead, through the
inclusion of excerpts from scholarly book reviews and journal abstracts, it is
designed to provide an introduction to some of the ideas that are motivating and
driving historical research in the fields of Irish and Scottish studies at this time.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC LINKS:
Numerous on-line bibliographies dealing more generally with overseas Irish and
Scottish communities can be found at the following links:
“The Irish Abroad: USA, Britain and Australia”, Irish Studies, University of
Melbourne
http://www.history.unimelb.edu.au/irish/Website12.htm#abroad
“The Irish in… Africa, America, Antarctica, Australia, Britain, Canada, Central
America, Europe, India, New Zealand, South America”, The British Library
http://www.bl.uk/collections/britirish/diasporairishin.html
“The Irish in Mexico: An Annotated Bibliography”, Irishdiaspora.net, University of
Leeds
http://ics.leeds.ac.uk/papers/vp01.cfm?outfit=ids&requesttimeout=500&folder=16
0&paper=161
“The Irish in South America – An Annotated Bibliography Part 1”,
Irishdiaspora.net, University of Leeds
http://ics.leeds.ac.uk/papers/vp01.cfm?outfit=ids&requesttimeout=500&folder=9&
paper=22
“The Irish in South America – An Annotated Bibliography Part II”,
Irishdiaspora.net, University of Leeds
http://ics.leeds.ac.uk/papers/vp01.cfm?outfit=ids&requesttimeout=500&folder=9&
paper=157
“The Orange Order: Militant Protestantism and Anti-Catholicism: A
Bibliographical Essay”, Irishdiaspora.net, University of Leeds
http://ics.leeds.ac.uk/papers/vp01.cfm?outfit=ids&requesttimeout=500&folder=16
&paper=19
“The Irish in Britain, 1750-1922”, Irishdiaspora.net, University of Leeds
http://ics.leeds.ac.uk/papers/vp01.cfm?outfit=ids&requesttimeout=500&folder=15
&paper=20
“A Study of the existing sources of information and analysis about Irish emigrants
and Irish communities abroad”, Bronwen Walter, Anglia Polytechnic Univeristy
(see the bibliography at the end of this document which focuses on the post-1945
period)

http://foreignaffairs.gov.ie/uploads/documents/taskforcestudy.pdf
“Immigration and the Ulster-Scots Diaspora”, Institute of Ulster-Scots Studies,
University of Ulster
http://www.arts.ulster.ac.uk/ulsterscots/research/biblio9.html
“Online Bibliography of Material Relating to the Irish in Early Modern Europe”
(under construction), The Irish in Europe Project, Department of Modern History,
National University of Ireland, Maynooth.
http://www.irishineurope.com/resources.html
“Irish Mercantile Networks in the Low Countries”, Centre for Irish-Scottish and
Comparative Studies, Trinity College, Dublin.
http://www.tcd.ie/CISS/MerNet/bibliography.php
“The Irish in Latin America and Iberia: A Bibliography”, Society for Irish Latin
American Studies
http://irishargentine.org/bibliography.htm
“Irish History Online”, the Irish component of the Royal Historical Society's online
“Bibliography of British and Irish History”, is developing a substantial Irish
Diaspora component
http://www.irishhistoryonline.ie
“Transatlantic Reading List: A Bibliography Compiled by Star Members”, The
STAR Project, University of Edinburgh
http://www.star.ac.uk/Archive/Resources/Reading_List.html
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
Akenson, Donald H., The Irish Diaspora: A Primer, (Belfast: Institute of Irish Studies, The
Queen’s University of Belfast; and Toronto: P.D. Meany, 1993).
"Akenson's revisionist history of the Irish diaspora is divided into two sections. The first
outlines what he sees as the 'known' facts of the worldwide dispersal of the Irish from
their homeland in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The second consists of a
discussion of what Akenson sees as the 'unknowns' in Irish diaspora studies, especially
the nature of overall Irish emigration to North America. … Here he dissects what he
considers to be the major errors found in recent studies of Irish Americans, accusing
these studies of being fundamentally 'racist' in their exclusion of Protestants from
consideration in Irish immigration studies and 'irresponsible' in their refusal to place
American Irish immigration history into the context of the geographically diverse
movement of the Irish to all the frontier regions of the British Empire" [From the review
by Janet Dolan in the International Migration Review, 29 (1995), 275-276].
Akenson, Donald H., Small Differences: Irish Catholics and Irish Protestants, 1815-1922: An
International Perspective, (Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1988).

"Akenson's scholarly analysis results in his conclusion that 'not only were there no major
behavior differences between Catholics and Protestants that stemmed from cultural
factors, but there was also strong positive evidence for actual and demonstrable similarity
and, indeed, near identity. When systematically tested in various laboratories, the
behavior of Irish Protestants and Irish Catholics was fundamentally the same' (p. 108).
While of limited interest to a reader of popular literature, Small Differences makes a
considerable contribution to scholarly Irish historiography. It should prove to be an
impetus for additional reflection and reassessment of long held beliefs regarding Irish
Protestants and Irish Catholics" [From the review by Denis Pahl in the International
Migration Review, 22 (1988), 666-667].
Akenson, Donald H., The Irish in Ontario: A Study in Rural History, (Montreal and Kingston:
McGill-Queen's University Press, 1984).
"Akenson explores the significance of his study. For him this lies in the rural settlement
and the farming success of the Irish, both Catholic and Protestant. This casts doubt, he
suggests, on the prevailing view in the United States that Irish immigrants,
predominantly Catholic, settled in urban centers because they lacked the skills as well as
the funds to become farmers, and on the prevailing view in Ireland that nineteenth
century Irish Catholics and Protestants were culturally far different. 'The Irish-Catholic
migrant to the New World', he concludes, 'was much quicker, more technologically
adaptive, more economically alert, and much less circumscribed by putative cultural
limits inherited from the Old Country than is usually believed' " [From the review by Jean
Burnet in the International Migration Review, 20 (1986), 1061-1062].
Anbinder, Tyler, 'From Famine to Five Points: Lord Lansdowne's Irish Tenants Encounter North
America's Most Notorious Slum', American Historical Review, 107 (2002), 68 pars.,
http://www.historycooperative.org//journals/ahr/107.2/ah0202000351.html.
"Given the current trend toward 'internationalizing' our study of history (both the
American Historical Review and the Journal of American History have recently focused
attention on this subject), one might imagine that studies of the Irish diaspora would
have begun to compare their subjects' pre- and post-emigration lives more fully. Those
who study the seventeenth and eighteenth-century 'Atlantic World', for example, have
produced a number of sophisticated and influential monographs that cross national
boundaries, but this trend has had little impact on historians of immigration, the vast
majority of whom study the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. … Historians, justifiably
skeptical about claims that contemporary immigrants are so different from their
predecessors, have been reluctant to jump onto the transnational bandwagon. Those
interested in immigration and ethnicity have instead focused on issues such as
'whiteness' (exemplified by Noel Ignatiev's provocative How the Irish Became White),
nativism, and other aspects of cultural history. Research on the Irish elsewhere has
followed the same trends. … Even the appearance of a six-book series entitled 'The Irish
World Wide', while significant, did not portend any sea change in Irish historiography, as
virtually every essay in the collection looked at the Irish in a single town or city. … [T]he
Lansdowne immigrants' story demonstrates the value of tracing the lives of famine-era
immigrants back to Ireland, adding a transatlantic perspective that has generally been
lacking in the field of immigration history" [From the article, pars. 9 and 68].

Armitage, David, 'The Scottish Diaspora', in Scotland: A History, ed. by Jenny Wormald,
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), pp. 272-303.
"David Armitage arrestingly opens his essay 'The Scottish Diaspora' with the mediaeval
French proverb, 'rats, lice and Scotsmen: you find them the whole world over'.
Notwithstanding the fact that Scots, surrounded by water on three sides, have always
voyaged abroad, it is only in recent years that the socio-historic phenomenon of
'diaspora' has been the subject of serious critical study. Armitage reminds us that
'Scotland's history is a transnational history because the Scots have been such a
prominently international people, with an estimated 25 million people of Scottish descent
living outside Scotland'. Scottish migration and Scottish migrants are no less a part of
Scottish history and 'no history of Scotland could be complete without an account of the
Scottish diaspora'. Armitage's chapter is rich in detail, and when discussing migration he
does acknowledge that poverty and want caused Scots to migrate in large numbers in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, though he also offers other factors which
have accounted for the 'diasporic tendencies' of the Scots from earlier times" [From the
review by Michael Lister in Textualities: Online Literary Magazine,
http://www.textualities.net/writers/non-fiction-reviews/listerm09.php, accessed 23 May
2007).
Aspinwall, Bernard, Portable Utopia: Glasgow and the United States, 1820-1920, (Aberdeen:
Aberdeen University Press, 1984).
"This is a first-rate book on the important and fascinating subject of transatlantic
connections and the close connections between Glasgow and the United States in
particular. This close connection between these two different parts of the world has
existed for almost three centuries. Aspinwall's purpose is to suggest that between 1820
and 1920 this relationship had a peculiar intensity, far stronger than before or since.
During that period Glasgow and America found certain common interests and pursuits
from which each derived substantial advantages. According to Aspinwall, those qualities
went far beyond mere economic interest or selfish concern. Glasgow and the United
States were members of a tightly knit family, held together by economic interests but
even more by common cultural assumptions" [From the review by Vincent P. DeSantis in
The Review of Politics, 47 (1985), 157-158].
Bielenberg, Andy, ed., The Irish Diaspora, (Harlow and New York: Longman, 2000).
"This volume contains a selection of work by contributors to a conference on the Irish
Diaspora organized by the Irish Centre for Migration Studies at University College Cork in
1997. Between them, the seventeen contributors offer a broad chronological and
geographical perspective on the experience of Irish migrants worldwide, from India and
Argentina to Britain and America, from the eighteenth century through to the 1990s. In
such a wide-ranging volume it is little surprise to find that one of the main themes to
emerge is that of diversity within the Irish diaspora. To their credit, those involved have
also succeeded in producing a focused book in which the key question of 'oppression
history' and Irish exceptionalism is given centre stage. … But this book does more than
just rehearse current historiographical debates on Irish immigration. It also points the
way for new developments in the field. … Models for international comparative studies are
set out by Malcolm Campbell and Enda Delaney in their chapters on Irish rural settlement

in Minnesota and New South Wales and post-war Irish migration to Britain in a European
perspective. Such transnational comparisons are entirely appropriate in a book which
favours the use of the word 'diaspora' for its 'less territorially bounded' emphasis on the
study of the migrants and their cultures. This unrestricted, inclusive approach may well
provide a lead for future studies to follow" [From the review by Louise Miskell in History,
87 (2002), 107-108].
Boyle, Mark, 'Towards a (Re)Theorisation of the Historical Geography of Nationalism in
Diasporas: The Irish Diaspora as an Exemplar', International Journal of Population
Geography, 7 (2001), 429-446.
"The strength of diasporic nationalism is characterised by an uneven historical geography,
with different diasporic communities functioning as 'hotbeds' of nationalism at different
times. Mapping and explaining these historical geographies is of importance if the cultural
and political experiences of diasporic existence are to be understood. … Based upon a
reading of social scientific literature on the intensity of national affiliation among the
nineteenth and early twentieth century Irish diaspora … the paper advances a case for a
(re)theorisation of the phenomenon of diasporic nationalism" [From the article abstract,
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/cgi-bin/abstract/90010539/ABSTRACT, accessed 2
September 2007].
Campbell, Malcolm, 'Ireland's Furthest Shores: Irish Immigrant Settlement in NineteenthCentury California and Eastern Australia', Pacific Historical Review, 71 (2002), 59-90.
"The backgrounds and experiences of Irish immigrants in California in the second half of
the nineteenth century differed significantly from those of their compatriots who settled
in the northeastern United States. … This article compares the Irish experience in
California with that in the mainland eastern Australian colonies as a first step in a wider
examination of the Irish Diaspora in the Pacific. It contends that subnational comparison
of the immigrants' experiences on both sides of the Pacific provides a much-needed
antidote to the constraints of national narratives of the Irish immigrant experience,
bringing more sharply into focus the distinctive features of Irish life in the two Pacific
Coast societies" [From 'In This Issue', PHR, 71 (2002)].
Campbell, Malcolm, 'John Redmond and the Irish National League in Australia and New
Zealand, 1883', History, 86 (2001), 348-362.
"In 1883 John Edward Redmond, future leader of the Irish Parliamentary Party, toured
the Australasian colonies on behalf of the Irish National League. … This article traces
Redmond's visit to the colonies, from the discord that marked the opening stages of the
mission through to the more amenable atmosphere at the time of his departure, and
demonstrates how the 1883 tour significantly affected Redmond's experience of the
British empire and his vision for Ireland's future" [From the article abstract,
http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1468-229X.00194, accessed 2
September 2007].
Campbell, Malcolm, 'The Other Immigrants: Comparing the Irish in Australia and the United
States', Journal of American Ethnic History, 14 (1995), 3-22.

"This article will draw upon recent scholarship on the Irish in Australia in order to
highlight some of the stark differences between interpretations of Irish experience there
and in the United States. It will assess the implications of the Australian example for the
existing scholarship on the Irish in the United States and argue the need for the greater
receptivity among United States scholars to the findings of studies of the Irish abroad
than has hitherto been evident in the field. Finally, the article will explore some possible
reasons why recent scholarship on the Irish has failed to challenge the existing tenets of
Irish-American scholarship" [From the article, p. 4].
Cronin, Mike and Daryl Adair, The Wearing of the Green: A History of St. Patrick's Day,
(London and New York: Routledge, 2002).
"The Wearing of the Green examines competing representations and divergent
experiences of St Patrick's Day and deploys 17 March as an explanatory framework - a
lens - through which to explore key aspects of the Irish and diaspora history. … The book
adopts a broad geographical canvass for its exploration, including the cities of Dublin,
Belfast, New York, Boston, Chicago, London, Liverpool, Sydney, Melbourne, Toronto,
Montreal and Quebec. … The book's wide readership will experience a highly enjoyable
and informative socio-historical account of a shift from a closed mono-cultural sense of
Irishness to that of Irishness as a diasporic identity, marked by social openness,
expansion and cultural enrichment" [From the review by Liviu Popoviciu and Mairtin Mac
an Ghaill in Ethnic and Racial Studies, 26 (2003), 777-778].
Devine, Thomas M., Scotland's Empire, 1600-1815, (London: Allen Lane, 2003).
"Tom Devine has written a masterly survey of relationships between Scotland and the
outside world over two formative centuries. He touches subjects long familiar in romantic
as well as historical literature, where our understanding has been transformed during the
last half century - not least by the researches of Devine himself, and of scholars
associated with the Research Institute of Irish and Scottish Studies in Aberdeen
University. … In his short concluding chapter on 'Identities', Devine concludes that
through the Empire 'Scottish nationhood was reasserted and embellished [without] threat
to Scottish identity' (p. 353). But this case has been only half-sustained. During the last
two centuries the nature of the empire itself has been in continuous change. … Perhaps
the most important chapters in the history of Scotland's empire, with even wider
implications for Scottish identity, remain to be written" [From the review by John D.
Hargreaves in the Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth History, 32 (2004), 145-146].
Doyle, David N., 'The Irish in Australia and the United States: Some Comparisons, 18001939', Irish Economic and Social History, 16 (1989), 73-94.
"It is a matter for celebration that Irish-Australian studies have come of age in time for
the country's bicentennial. In this study, I wish to review the pertinent literature, and
compare its themes, assumptions and methods with those of Irish-American studies.
Since the Irish Australianists do not always fully understand the American-Irish
experience (though they frequently use it), I shall set their readings against my own, and
stress the common elements in the two experiences, rather than the differences. I shall
conclude with an examination of the Catholicism of the Famine emigrants in the United

States, and suggest some of its implications for the Australian pattern" [From the article,
p. 73].
Elliott, Bruce S., Irish Migrants in the Canadas: A New Approach, (Kingston: McGill-Queen's
University Press, 1988).
"Irish migration to Canada is now the subject of a rich literature. It ranges from broad
statistical studies of origins, flows and immigrant distributions to detailed investigations
of adaptations in specific settings. Scholars have examined the process either from the
perspective of emigrants departing Ireland or immigrants adjusting to a new
environment. This book seeks to integrate these two perspectives. It traces first the
movement across the Atlantic and then migration over two generations of settlement in
Canada. This approach may not be new to students of, for example, Scandinavian
settlement in the American midwest, but there is no study yet in Canada that links
European immigration, settlement and subsequent internal migrations in such detail"
[From the review by John Mannion in the Annals of the Association of American
Geographers, 79 (1989), 469-479].
Emmons, David M., The Butte Irish: Class and Ethnicity in an American Mining Town, 18751925, (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989).
"Among the many strengths of this well-written work is the admirable treatment of Irish
immigration as a phenomenon involving events at the area of origin, on the journey, and
in Butte - which was the major way station in a network of western mining camps and
the only one that ever became an industrial city. The Irish emigration over the half
century after 1875, according to Emmons, was the result of the continuing
deindustralization of Southern Ireland, changes in landholding and family practices
accompanied by a commensurate decline in resources available for inheritance and
dowries" [From the review by Patrick J. Blessing in the Journal of Interdisciplinary
History, 22 (1992), 752-754].
Fanning, Charles, ed., New Perspectives on the Irish Diaspora, (Carbondale: Southern Illinois
University Press, 2000).
"Given its enormous scale and long history, the scattering of the Irish has obvious
attractions for ethnic scholars with a diasporic bent. Foremost among them are Donald
Akenson and Malcolm Campbell, who have challenged Irish studies scholars - particularly
those in the US - to take a comparative approach to the Hibernian diaspora. New
Perspectives on the Irish Diaspora rises to the challenge with scholarly essays and
creative writing on a range of diasporic subjects, including Eamonn Wall's poems about
emigrating from Ireland to America and Lawrence McBride's essay on the letters of the
Reynoldses, Irish emigrants whose members met very different fates in England and the
US. Yet the contributors' commitment to the diasporic perspective is by no means
unanimous. In an essay that responds to Akenson, historian Lawrence McCaffrey offers
several points of contrast between the Irish in America and in other lands. … Although he
acknowledges the importance of such comparisons, he rejects Akenson's suggestion that
they be a priority for US scholars of the Irish. Instead, McCaffrey urges American scholars
to sort out 'the complexity of their own area of study' (p. 21) by exploring the regional
and gender differences of Irish-American culture and studying 'Catholicism as culture and

ethnicity' (p. 25). … On the other hand, several of the pieces in New Perspectives on the
Irish Diaspora make excellent use of transnational comparison" [From the review by
Bluford Adams in American Literary History, 15 (2003), 395-408].
Fitzpatrick, David, 'Exporting Brotherhood: Orangeism in South Australia', Immigrants and
Minorities, 23 (2005), 277-310.
"The idea of fraternity, and how to organise it, was one of nineteenth-century Europe's
invisible exports to the New World. This paper explores the international diffusion of the
Loyal Orange Institution, with comparative reference to Freemasonry, its main model.
Three alternative explanations are discussed for its appeal outside Ireland (that it
facilitated the assimilation of emigrants, transmitted 'tribal' Irish animosities to fresh
contexts, or adapted itself to pre-existing sectarian rivalries abroad). These hypotheses
are tested using evidence from South Australia, where Orangeism flourished in the
absence of heavy Ulster immigration. …" [From the article abstract,
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/routledg/fimm/2005/00000023/F0020002/art00
008;jsessionid=5ci11mafb7t48.alice, accessed on 2 September 2007].
Fraser, Lyndon, ed., A Distant Shore: Irish Migration and New Zealand Settlement, (Dunedin:
University of Otago Press, 2000).
"… this book provides two interesting but ultimately contradictory approaches to the idea
of Irish history in New Zealand. The two opening chapters by Donald Harman Akenson
and Patrick O'Farrell are think pieces on the nature of Irish history. They provide a
platform for re-thinking the nature of Irishness in a study of New Zealand society and
beyond. They argue that the Irish diaspora is complex and old stereotypes need to be
avoided. It is necessary to demonstrate, for instance, the extent to which Irish migrants
contributed to the growth of empire and not just formed pockets of resistance against it,
to look at the nature of the expansion of Ireland alongside that of the diaspora of Spanish
and African peoples and to look at the interaction between the two. … If these two
chapters set a framework for looking at the Irish experience, it is a framework that the
rest of the book largely ignores" [From the review by Michael Belgrave in the New
Zealand Journal of History, 37 (2003), 102-103].
Gilley, Sheridan, 'The Roman Catholic Church and the Nineteenth-Century Irish Diaspora',
Journal of Ecclesiastical History, 35 (1984), 188-207.
"Quite the most remarkable achievement of nineteenth-century Ireland was the creation
of an international Catholic Church throughout the Celtic diaspora in the British Empire
and North America. … One conclusion, however, is clear from the many recent studies of
the Irish in modern Ireland, England, Scotland, America and Australia, and on Irish,
English, Scottish, American and Australian Roman Catholic history: that the subject has a
unity conferred by the fusion of religious, national and ethnic identity in the international
consciousness of the Irish Catholic emigrant, who was aware through his newspapers,
parochial organizations and political parties of what was happening in Ireland and
throughout the Irish diaspora, and who was therefore part of an international community
pervaded by the nationalist movements and by the Roman Catholic Church" [From the
article, p. 188, 189].

Gleeson, David T., The Irish in the South, 1815-1877, (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2001).
"One of the most exciting and significant themes in Irish immigrant history has been the
importance of local, regional, and even national variations in the experiences of the Irish
living in the many countries of what has been called the Irish Diaspora. Over the last
thirty years, for example, historians have argued that Irish immigrants fared significantly
better in the favorable environments of the American Far West and Midwest or even in
Canada and Australia than they did in Boston, the rest of New England, or New York City.
Dr. David T. Gleeson's book builds on this previous work as it sets out to explore the
question of how and why Irish immigrant experiences in the nineteenth-century American
South also differed from those in the Northeast. Gleeson asserts that 'native tolerance' of
the Irish in the South was one critical reason for such differences (p. 192). He cites
several possible reasons for such tolerance, but the most significant and intriguing of
them center on the Irish immigrants' enthusiastic endorsement of slavery and white
supremacy, which allayed southern natives' suspicions of Irish commitments to
Catholicism or to Irish nationalism" [From the review by Timothy J. Meagher in The
Journal of American History, 90 (2003), 227-228].
Gray, Breda, Women and the Irish Diaspora,(London and New York: Routledge, 2004).
"In this book Breda Gray analyses issues of identity and belonging among Irish women
who migrated to London and Luton in the 1980s. However, this is not simply a book
about migrants. Using focus groups, Gray carried out extensive research in both Ireland
and Britain collecting the view of Irish women in Britain and Ireland. Her focus groups in
Ireland included women who had returned to live in Ireland after a period of migration in
Britain. For a study about diaspora, Gray took the unusual approach of also interviewing
women who had remained in Ireland and chosen not to emigrate. By so doing, Gray is
able to explore the tensions between emigrants, returned emigrants and non-emigrants.
… Gray locates her study within the context of recent theorization of diaspora and
debates about diasporic identities in Ireland. In the 1990s several Irish commentators,
including the former President of Ireland Mary Robinson, began to talk about the Irish
diaspora and the need for an Irishness that included the rich diversity of Irish
experiences. Gray neatly juxtaposes this celebratory ideal against the on-going political
reluctance to enfranchise Irish citizens living abroad" [From the review by Louise Ryan in
Ethnic and Racial Studies, 28 (2005), 191-192].
Griffin, Patrick, The People with No Name: Ireland's Ulster Scots, America's Scots Irish, and
the Creation of a British Atlantic World, 1689-1764, (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2001).
"Griffin's book is so successful because he understands that the historian of any diaspora
has a dual responsibility: to the homeland and to the new land. Privileging either of these
distorts the picture. Thus, he gives nearly half of his study to dealing with the Ulster
Scots on their own ground: not as Americans in waiting but as members of an Irish
culture that had an integrity of its own, and one that maintained its character even with
the migrants gone. … Moreover, Griffin is admirably sensitive to and respectful of the
protean identity of these people. He does not use apodictic categories of nationality—
Scottish, Irish—to categorize them. Instead, he shows that they had multiple identities

both in the homeland and in America, and that the kaleidoscope of these identities
rotated frequently. Finally, this book works so well because Griffin is not afraid to deal
with religion as an agent and reagent of ethnic identity. His story on the American
frontier is especially fascinating, for he gives us the first part of the story of how the
Ulster Presbyterians eventually became the spine of the Southern Baptists" [From the
review by Donald Harman Akenson in the American Historical Review, 107( 2002), 11901191].
Hamilton, Douglas J., Scotland, the Caribbean and the Atlantic World, 1750-1820,
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2005).
"As a contribution to Scottish history this is an important work. It underlines the role of
the empire, not least as a focus for, and encouragement of, overseas activity, but also
does so by redressing the balance toward the Caribbean and away from a total focus on
North America. … Another source of value comes from the timespan. Far from producing
a static concept of the empire, this is a book that successfully engages with the nature,
dynamics and implications of change. An analysis of Scotland leads Hamilton to argue
that the Scots who went to the Caribbean came from distinctive social and gender
groups. Caribbean travellers were young single males, rather than family groups. They
were also more affluent than the emigrants to the northern colonies, and therefore not
driven by hardship. Far from intending to settle in the Caribbean, many sought economic
knowledge and benefit before returning home. The profits they made were to be reinvested in Scottish land and industry, fuelling the processes of change in Scotland. …
Politics is shown to have spanned the Atlantic, colonial patronage and power being
related to pre-existing kinship connections in Scotland" [From the review by Jeremy Black
in the Journal for Maritime Research, September 2005,
http://www.jmr.nmm.ac.uk/server/show/ConJmrBookReview.123, accessed 2 September
2007].
Harper, Marjory and Michael E. Vance, eds., Myth, Migration and the Making of Memory:
Scotia and Nova Scotia, c.1700-1990, (Halifax: The Gorsebrook Research Institute; and
Edinburgh: John Donald, 1999).
"The fifteen essays in this volume are drawn from a 1996 conference in Halifax that
examined popular perceptions of historical connections between Scotland and Nova
Scotia. As the editors explain in their preface, the conference itself, and the resulting
book, have attempted to build on this central theme by encouraging a wider range of
related scholarly inquiry, and by promoting a more diverse discussion among
practitioners of different disciplines, into links between the two places. The book succeeds
in addressing those challenges. … Although much of the evidence presented deals with
Nova Scotia and the Maritime provinces, immigration to the rest of Canada, the United
States, Australia, and New Zealand figures prominently in several essays. That being the
case, students of immigration will find a wider variety of case studies here than the title
actually suggests" [From the review by Andrew D. Nicholls in The Scottish Historical
Review, 82 (2003), 157-158].
Hawkins, Jonathan, 'Imperial '45: The Jacobite Rebellion in Transatlantic Context', Journal of
Imperial and Commonwealth History, 24 (1996), 24-47.

"The examination of transatlantic ties has held a long attraction for scholars. In the
context of Scottish relations with colonial America, attention was focused on distinct
areas where Scots made an impact on the development of America, with clear boundaries
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